
I must admit, I’m flummoxed on this. Liturgical discipline is very precise with regard to colors on altar 
frontals and tabernacle veils. A black frontal MAY be used for a Requiem Mass, i.e., the Mass on the Day 
of Death or Burial. But a black tabernacle veil? Never. And to use black for a Canonization, a joyous 
celebration? You got me.

I’ve read some of the commentary on the Mass and the surroundings of this Canonization event. I must 
say that the photographs I saw of the Canonization i.e., the ceremonies themselves, somber facial 
expressions, buildings, altars, etc., ensure that if I ever visit Fatima, there will be some places there I’ll 
never enter. Ugliness, sterility and an eerie atmosphere of “nothing” is what I saw in the photos.

One of the things the “color” (actually the absence of color) black symbolizes is emptiness or rather 
nothingness. It is the quintessential color of mourning, at least in the west. Oddly enough, in Japan, the 
color of mourning is white. Not that it matters what I think, at least in high, liturgical circles where 
liturgical norms simply, without precedent and history, spring into being, or where somber, liturgical 
traditions are arbitrarily replaced by some gushingly emotional event, I’m of the opinion that the sudden
suppression of black in the liturgy was a big mistake and a cause of much confusion over the years. 

Let’s consider an elementary kind of physics. Colors are various manifestations of light. Light waves are 
broken down or, perhaps better, aligned in the electro-magnetic spectrum. White or “normal” light 
projected through a prism, diffuses into the “rainbow.” Going in reverse, then, white light is the 
composite of all color. It is inclusive. It contains all visible wave-lengths. But it is SOMETHING. Black, on 
the other hand, the proper symbol of mourning, reflects and absence, a lace. Black is the total absence 
of light/color. It is exclusive or exclusionary.  It is nothingness.

A human being is a composite creature, a being made up of body and soul, the soul is the form of the 
human being, the actual life of the body, its light, in effect. At death, the soul and body separate. The 
form has left the being, there is no life, there is no light. There is an absence a void. To reflect this with 
the “color” black is not only appropriate, but ultimately, supremely logical. White vestments, Alleluias, 
happy-clappy music and spontaneous canonizations of the deceased at funeral Masses is not only 
illogical, but dishonest.

Now, all that said, I have absolutely no idea why the frontal for the enormous altar used for the 
canonization Mass was black. At least it looks like a frontal to me. Why black on this joyous occasion? 
Your guess is as good as mine.

I’ll continue to dig and try to find out why things were so black at the Canonization. If I find anything, I’ll 
make sure it’s put on the websited.


